Say your client is charged with trade secret theft. What if you could show electronic evidence that, at the time of the theft, your client was in a Starbucks miles away from the crime scene? Or driving down the freeway, talking on his mobile phone? Or sending mundane text messages to his spouse? Or taking photos at the beach? If this sounds appealing, you need to learn about mobile device forensics.

Mobile devices – cell phones, BlackBerrys, Androids, iPads – are everywhere. People use them to take photographs, send texts and emails, update Facebook, consult maps, search the web – the list goes on. As they do this, however, their mobile devices often are quietly making records and generating evidence of those activities. For better or for worse, this makes mobile devices perhaps the richest source of evidence about the people that use them.

Obtaining and using this evidence, however, can present some challenges. Just like mobile device technology itself, the process of obtaining mobile device evidence, as well as the associated law, is constantly changing. This article is intended to help lawyers navigate these potential challenges.

An Overview of Mobile Device Technology

A good way to think about mobile device forensics is to contrast it with “standard,” personal computer based forensics. In PC-based forensics, the paradigm approach is to physically remove the hard drive from the computer, make and verify a bit-for-bit mirror image of it, and analyze that image using forensic software. Because the vast majority of PCs use Windows or Mac operating systems, the forensic techniques and software tools generally are well-developed and robust.

This paradigm doesn’t quite work for mobile devices, at least not yet. The primary problem is that, because the mobile device industry is still relatively young, a multitude of different operating systems, communications protocols, and data storage methods are in use, and more are being developed every day. Here’s a brief overview:

Operating Systems: The Windows operating system has dominated the personal computer market for years. While Apple’s Mac OS has been making inroads lately, by and large the PC operating system market is fairly mature and stable. The same is not true for mobile devices. Many more operating systems are widely-used, including Apple’s iOS, Google’s Android, RIM’s BlackBerry OS, Microsoft’s Windows Mobile, HP’s webOS, Nokia’s Symbian OS, and many others. This diversity creates challenges for developers of forensic software, and for mobile device forensics in general.

Communications Protocols: Mobile devices communicate primarily through three technologies: cellular, WiFi, and Bluetooth. Cellular communications involve technology that divides large geographic service areas into smaller areas called cells. Each cell contains a communications device (a “cell site”),
usually on a tower, that transmits radio signals to and from mobile devices. There is an alphabet soup of transmission technologies used for these communications, including among others GSM, CDMA, GPRS, EV-DO, EDGE, DECT, TDMA, and iDEN.

WiFi, like cellular, transmits communications by using radio waves, but uses higher frequencies and is generally much faster. WiFi communications travel from the mobile device to a wireless access point, which along with a modem/router decodes the communications and transmits them over the Internet. The access point must be within relatively close physical proximity (usually around 100 feet or less) to the mobile device to receive its WiFi signal, which is transmitted from the device using a variant of the “802.11” networking standard (e.g., 802.11a, 802.11b, and 802.11g).

Bluetooth is a wireless communications technology, but its purpose is somewhat different than cellular or WiFi - it is designed to allow various “paired” devices that are physically close to each other (generally less than 30 feet apart) to seamlessly communicate. In other words, Bluetooth can enable your iPhone to communicate automatically with your audio headset, or your iPad to communicate automatically with your external keyboard.

**Data Storage Methods:** Mobile devices generally can store information in three locations. One is internal memory. The internal memory on a mobile device consists of its RAM (“Random Access Memory”) and its ROM (“Read Only Memory”). In brief, RAM is the memory space that your mobile device can use to temporarily store information when the device is performing tasks. Once the device is powered off, all data in RAM generally is lost. ROM is generally pre-programmed information or instructions embedded onto computer chips, often designed to perform specific discrete tasks.

Mobile devices also store information in SIM (“Subscriber Identity Module”) cards and memory cards. Although they look a lot alike, SIM cards and memory cards are not the same. SIM cards are designed primarily to connect (or “authenticate”) the device user to the user’s cellular network, and store limited data focused primarily on the user’s identity. Memory cards provide general-purpose storage capacity that the device can use to store photographs, music, videos, and the like.

Lastly, mobile devices can store information on the various other machines and devices they interact with, including email servers, the servers of cellular service providers (for text messages, among other things), and personal computers.

**Mobile Device Forensics**

While this technological diversity and constant innovation may be good for consumers, it makes it challenging for the forensic field to keep up. There is not, as of yet, a true “standard” approach to mobile device forensics, and working with a skilled and experienced examiner therefore is an absolute necessity. The mobile device examiner, working with counsel, likely will need to consider:

**How to collect the device?** This may sound trivial, but this decision can have a significant impact on the type of data you are able to obtain. Because mobile devices can communicate constantly, a very real concern exists that the data you are interested in (especially email, texts, and Internet history) could be crowded out by newly-arriving data and disappear if the device is not rendered incommunicative. This could be as simple as turning the device off, but you should be aware that this could have some unintended consequences. Turning the device off generally will result in the loss of data in RAM memory. It can also activate password protections that, depending on your situation, could make it impossible to access the data. The same effect could happen if the device’s batteries run out, which can make it important to collect any cables and chargers.

**What analysis will be done?** There are many different ways to forensically analyze a mobile device. One technique developed early on is decidedly low-tech: simply manipulating the phone (by navigating through the email, photographs, or contacts list, for example) while videotaping and/or photographing the results. While this may be sufficient for some cases, obvious disadvantages include the fact that it involves manipulating and changing the evidence you are seeking to preserve. Another technique can involve using the device’s own backup or “syncing” application, such as Apple’s iTunes backup feature. This technique is relatively easy, and it allows a significant amount of user-created data (photographs, songs, emails, texts) to be preserved. Care must be taken, however, to modify the settings so that data from the “synced” computer does not overwrite the data on the device. Like the first technique, it also involves some manipulation, and thus alteration, of the evidence. A third technique is to use commercially available forensic software tools which, as time passes, are becoming increasingly more capable and sophisticated. This software generally makes a full copy of all the files on the device (i.e., a “logical” copy), which can result in a capture of most user-created data, and even some deleted data. Another technique, considered by some to be the “holy grail” of mobile device forensics, is doing a full physical copy (i.e., all the bits in memory, not just the files) of the entire memory store on the device. This method, which can be very difficult to perform properly, allows deleted files and any data remnants present (i.e., in unallocated memory or file system space) to be examined, which otherwise would go unfound.

**Justification and Documentation:** Whatever collection technique or method of analysis is used, you should be prepared to justify it. As discussed above, some methods of collection and analysis can involve alteration of the underlying data, which may cause authentication and/or admissibility problems in legal proceedings if not handled properly. Ensure that your justification is fully documented at the time the decision is reached.

**What Evidence Can You Get?**

While mobile device forensics can present many challenges, the potential payoff can be significant. You are fairly well assured of getting the basics, including call logs, texts, contacts, calendar items, multimedia (photos, music, et cetera), memos,
notes, and potentially email. You may also be able to retrieve 
Internet browsing history, screenshots, voicemails, information 
regarding mobile “apps;” (including when they were purchased), 
videos, map histories, geolocation information (including from 
coordinates stored in photographs taken by the device), and 
records of access to wireless networks. More difficult, but 
generally still possible, is the recovery of deleted information.

While all of this information could be useful in various cases, 
perhaps the most interesting information - or at least the type 
of information that sets mobile device evidence apart from 
traditional PC evidence - is the location data. Many cases could 
hinge on the location of a particular person at a particular time, 
and this information may be gleaned from various sources on 
a mobile device. You may be able to see that, for example, a 
criminal suspect’s mobile device accessed a Google map of the 
victim’s neighborhood on the morning of the crime. Conversely, 
you may be able to see that at the time of the crime the criminal 
defendant’s mobile device was linked to a particular wireless 
network (at a Starbucks, let’s say) far from the scene of the 
crime. Or you could see that photos taken on the defendant’s 
mobile device on the day of the crime show that the device (and 
presumably the defendant) were out of state when the crime 
occurred; cell site data may be recoverable that could show the 
same thing.

Legal Issues

Issues can arise with the admissibility of nearly any type of 
evidence, and evidence from mobile devices is no exception. 
For purposes of this article, we’ll focus on three: (1) collection 
and preservation; (2) privacy; and (3) reliability.

The method of collection and preservation of mobile device 
evidence is of paramount significance to its later admissibility, 
and may have other collateral effects in litigation. For example, 
many people may believe that, because their servers “sync” 
or backup their mobile devices, there is no need for mobile 
devices to be collected and analyzed in litigation. Some litigants 
have learned the hard way, however, that sometimes syncing or 
backing up does not in fact capture everything it is supposed to. 
Also, consider whether data that is not set to be synced - texts, 
photos, and call logs being potential examples - is relevant to the 
litigation. Moreover, if you decide to collect the evidence, make 
sure to do it properly: simply using a tape recorder to preserve 
a key voicemail, for example, can lead to evidentiary problems, 
particularly if the other side disputes the authenticity and seeks 
to forensically examine the original.

Privacy is another significant issue, made worse by the fact 
that the law regarding the privacy of mobile device data (and 
computer data in general) is unsettled. Generally, though, the 
privacy analysis regarding the collection of mobile device 
evidence may involve a close look at: (1) usage policies 
and privacy warnings associated with the use of the mobile device; 
(2) the intrusiveness of the data collection method; and (3) the 
original geographic source of the data.

Courts will look to usage policies and privacy warnings to 
determine whether the mobile device user (usually at a business 
or enterprise) has a reasonable expectation of privacy in the data 
on the device. For example, if the user has to click through an 
explicit warning every time she uses the device stating that it 
cannot be used for personal activity and is subject to monitoring, 
it is more likely that a court will find that she has no reasonable 
expectation of privacy. Be warned, however, that some courts 
have read such warnings and usage policies strictly, construing 
any ambiguities against the company. They also have looked to 
whether any oral statements from superiors contravened or 
“softened” the warnings or policies, effectively overriding them.

The bottom line: if your enterprise has a policy (and it probably 
should), make sure it is unambiguous, and do your best to ensure 
that all employees know and follow it.

If you have decided to collect mobile device data, you should 
carefully consider tailoring the collection method to focus 
precisely on the data you want: courts often focus on this when 
determining whether data collections are appropriate. If certain 
communications are relevant in your case, for example, you may 
want to preserve all the evidence from the device, but only review 
emails and texts from it. Personnel involved in the preservation of 
the evidence could even be “walled off” from those that review 
the emails and texts, to ensure that there can be no claim that 
irrelevant and/or private information was improperly viewed. 
If this review, or any other evidence you come across, gives you 
grounds to believe additional data from the device is relevant, 
you could present those grounds to the court to justify the review 
and further analysis of this additional data.

Lastly, be aware that if the data is from Europe, privacy 
becomes paramount. European law generally holds that 
personal information remains private, even if it is contained on 
a company’s computer, device, or network. Moreover, some 
European countries have “blocking” statutes, which are laws 
designed to ensure that discovery, even for suits filed in the 
United States, occurs only under the supervision of European 
courts. And several European countries have labor laws that 
specifically prevent an employer from viewing an employee’s 
private information, even if that information is stored on a 
corporate network.

The final consideration is reliability - in other words, has your 
expert collected and analyzed the mobile device evidence in a 
defensible and reliable manner, so that it can be admitted 
in court? Because mobile device technology is so diverse and 
constantly changing, it is entirely possible that a particular 
forensic technique used in your case may be relatively novel and 
untested. Combined with the fact that many of the mobile device 
forensic techniques involve something less than a full forensic 
“image” of the device, and can also involve some alteration of 
the evidence, a fight can easily erupt over whether the evidence 
should be admitted at all. The work of a skilled forensic examiner, 
in consultation with counsel, can assuage these concerns.
Conclusion

Mobile devices are everywhere, and contain more evidence about their users than perhaps any other source. The technology is constantly changing, making forensics a challenge. Handled properly, however, a forensic examination of a mobile device can yield evidence that can’t be found anywhere else, including communications and geographic location data that can change the course of an entire case or investigation.
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